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Brilliant firms give an incredible client experience
But how do they know?

Brilliant firms develop their people in line with client expectations
How do they do that?

Brilliant firms are ready when the client wants the next generation of service.
Surely client reviews can’t do that?

Brilliant firms have processes that match their client’s.
How do you engineer that?

Brilliant firms ask for referrals and get them
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We would like to offer the corporate client satisfaction surveys for your members.

The Chartered Developments solution, explained in the next pages, will allow the members to 
professionally survey their clients, through us, in a peer-to-peer fashion.

The key objectives of our client satisfaction solutions are to:

Reduce the risk associated with losing clients and subsequent fees.
Improve Partner / Senior performance through reference to client responses during formal / informal 
appraisals.
Increase cross-selling opportunities and share of client wallet.

There are ancillary benefits of net promoter scores, process improvements, client testimonials and 
more.

Our most common modus operandi with clients is that the client arranges a 25-minute phone call 
between their client and our consultant. The consultant will complete the discussion (survey) and 
report back to the firm. For which there is a fixed fee per survey and report of £180. We have also 
outlined an option where the firm can outsource the whole process to us at an hourly rate of £60 
per hour.

The process does not end with the review. Partners / seniors need to know how to deal with risk, to 
cross sell and to develop personally. Many professional service firms need help with people 
development. Chartered Developments mentoring is explained on page 9.

Finally, to-date, all our client work is bespoke but based around a process. 
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Biographies of a selection of our
client satisfaction team

Shaun Headlam: Shaun is our head of client satisfaction and came to 
us in 2008, with a specialism in call centre and client satisfaction  
management. Shaun targets mid to larger SMEs and corporates for 
our range of clients. 

Daniel Gregory: Daniel joined Chartered Developments in 2012. 
Prior to joining he spent 5 years at Aviva dealing with financial loss 
and risk, making savings for Aviva in the region of £2 million during 
that time. 

Paul Gray: Prior to joining us Chartered Developments in 2012, Paul 
spent much of his career working in a portfolio management role with 
Schroders, Deutsche Asset Management and ABN Amro Asset 
Management. 

Matt Dring: Matt joined in 2006 his previous role was research for an 
affiliate of E & Y. Skilled at communicating with MDs, CFOS, FDs, Pension 
Managers and business owners. 



Click Here To View A Completed Survey

A Completed Survey

https://www.chartdev.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Completed-survey.pdf


The key benefits explained in some detail
IMPROVE ‘PEOPLE’ PERFORMANCE
During appraisal use your client’s experiences to motivate and lead
your people. Positive affirmation and praise for best practice along
with any necessary required improvements are more readily believed
and accepted if they come from an unimpeachable source.
Management might think it of an employee, but when a client says it
(good or bad) it’s true.

REDUCE RISK
“My clients will always tell me if they have a problem”
Is consistently, statistically incorrect.

Before clients tell you, they will tell, on average, 17 other people
within or outside their own company. One key person they tell is one
of your competitors, who is nurturing them.
A client review cannot prevent a client leaving, but it can identify the
risk and what the solution should be

IMPROVE PROCESSES
“Is there anything about our service that you find superfluous?
“Is there anything about us that annoys you?”
“Is there anything that you would like us to start doing?”

A client review is about getting under the bonnet without any pre-
conceptions or cognitive bias.

INCREASE SHARE OF CLIENT WALLET
Whether you are an investment manager looking for other family funds, or a law
firm cross selling from employment to IP or accountants cross selling from tax to
wealth management. A client review instils trust and allows us to ask the questions
that those people close to the account do not ask.

It is said that “85% of investment managers who hold on average greater than 75%
of a clients funds, always externally review their clients”.

INCREASE CLIENT MARGIN
Would you be surprised to hear that there are services or processes that you
perform for your clients, that they never read or value? Because you have always
done it does not need mean you need to carry on.

INCREASE REFERRAL RATES
It is well known that if you ask a client “how are we doing”. They are then more
likely to refer you. However, a bespoke review also uncovers referrals. A simple
question during review is “If asked, would you recommend us?”. Later questions such
as “are you involved with any other organisations that might use our services?”
actively start to find the potential new source of clients.
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Client reviewsYou may know Jonathan Fox from the highly rated lockdown webinar ‘You’re never sacked by a friend’. With Chartered
Developments Jonathan has agreed to mentor our client satisfaction partners on an hourly basis or day rate. The fees
are on page 13. Jonathan’s biography is below.

Mentoring Partners & Seniors

Jonathan Fox: Formerly :-

• Head of Marketing DLA Piper

• Managing Partner Saffery Champness

• Chief Executive St Philips Chambers

• Chief Executive Collyer Bristow



The client satisfaction process
UNDERSTAND YOUR OBJECTIVES TO DEFINE THE REVIEW
Some firms purely want to understand what their clients feel about them. Others also want to
understand, in depth, how their client facing team and processes could improve. Others use the
review as a platform for their cross selling programme.

Your objectives will dictate how we structure and report the outcomes of the
reviews. However, if in doubt the template on page 6 is a tried and tested format.

REPORTING
Although there are average marks out of ten (net promoter style statistics) per client, and
collectively, the main benefit is the individual client report. This is where the detail for the likes of
partner performance, cross-sell, upsell, process improvement etc. will be made clear. For an example
click here.

MEET YOUR CHARTERED DEVLOPMENT TEAM
You will meet, via an online meeting, the team or person working on your account. You can vet them,
after all we are an extension of your brand.

THE PROCESS

1.
2.
3.
4.

A ‘phone call’ appointment is arranged with your client. 

The review will take 20-25 minutes.

The call is recorded and after the call the reviewer writes up the notes. 

Some calls are, by request, confidential and anonymous.

01.

02.

03.

04.
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A bit about Chartered Developments
ONE OF THE MOST HIGHLY REGARDED AND EXPERIENCED BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT  AND MARKETING AGENCIES 

SUPPORTING PROFESSIONAL, FINANCIAL SERVICE, IT AND  HEALTHCARE BUSINESSES

Since 1997 our clients have entrusted us with their client acquisition, cross selling, and client reviews. In 2021 the client base includes:
A High Street Bank, Private Banks and Investment Managers, Law Firms (from regional to global) Accountants, IT  Platforms, Actuaries,

Supply Chain Consultancies and Healthcare.

JANETGREEN

Operations Director was head
of sales at the mirror group 
and understands business
development.

ANITA TURNER
Managing Director was an
auditor with PKF. Anita 
understands how 
professional practices work.

SHAUNHEADLAM

Head of Client Satisfaction, ran
the Volvo Car UK outsourced 
client satisfaction teams.

OURTEAM

The rest of our team (circa 24 professionals), from lead generation through
client satisfaction and IT, all hail from professional or financial services and all 
have at least 10 years’ experience. It is this experience that our clients trust
and value.
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Item Description £ per unit Volume/Time req'd Total + VAT

Programme set up All set up/admin/data loading etc £60 per hour 3 hrs £180.00 (one off)

Client Sat/Survey calling Completion of 20 surveys £180 per survey 20 surveys £3,600.00

Account Management Named day to day contact & 
programme management

£60 per hour 2 hrs £120.00

Monthly total £3,720.00

Fees Summary
Commercial Summary – Example Fee Structure – Model 1

This example fee structure is based on the client providing Chartered Developments with a list of 20 contacts who have already agreed to take part in the survey and are 
expecting a call to complete this on a specified day/time. 
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Item Description £ per unit Volume/Time req'd Total + VAT

Programme set up All set up/admin/data loading etc £60 per hour 3 hrs £180.00 (one off)

Client Sat/Survey calling 60 hours per month £60 per hour 60 hrs £3,600.00

Account Management Named day to day contact & 
programme management

£60 per hour 2 hrs £120.00

Monthly total £3,720.00

Fees Summary
Commercial Summary – Example Fee Structure – Model 2

This example fee structure is based on the client providing Chartered Developments with a list of 20 contacts, who they would like to be contacted to complete the survey. 
These contacts may not be expecting the call and therefore it may take several attempts to get hold of them. Chartered Developments may also need to schedule a preferred 
date/time with them to run through and complete the survey. Therefore, we have based the example below around the assumption of getting through to a contact every 2 
hours, and completion and submission of each survey taking around 1 hour. The number of hours/surveys completed and therefore monthly cost may of course be less if not 
all contacts agree to take part in the survey. 
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Fee Summary

Jonathan Fox

For online or face to face mentoring. 

For face to face travel are additional and the 
minimum fee is £750.00

£250 per hour

£1,500 per day

Mentoring partners and seniors



Thank you.
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